[Formation of liquid-crystalline dispersions of double-stranded DNA-chitosan complexes].
Right-handed helical double-stranded DNA molecules were shown to interact with chitosans to form under certain conditions (chitosan molecular weight, content of amino groups, distance between amino groups, ionic strength and pH of solution) cholesteric liquid-crystalline dispersions characterized by abnormal positive band in CD spectrum in the absorption region of DNA nitrogen bases. Conditions were found for the appearance of intense negative band in CD spectrum upon dispersion formation. In some cases, no intense band appeared in CD spectrum in spite of dispersion formation. These results indicate not only the multiple forms of liquid-crystalline dispersions of DNA-chitosan complexes but also a possibility to control the spatial properties of these complexes. The multiplicity of liquid-crystalline forms of DNA-chitosan complexes was attempted to explain by the effect of character of dipoles distribution over the surface of DNA molecules on the sense of spatial twist of cholesteric liquid crystals resulting from molecules of the complexes.